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A New Stash-itude

Back in the great Clear Out, one of the benefits I accrued was the ability to interact with my
stash - I actually was able to reach, sort and otherwise discover what is in it. While my reward
on my vacation was to buy some yarn early in June (for a shawl for me, and some hats for
charity), I have been knitting from stash since then, until this week.
It was nice, and I had the pleasure of figuring out which yarns to use for what, and since a lot of
my knitting was for charity, I was using up lots of bits and ends and handspun that wouldn't
have gotten used otherwise. While it didn't start as a stash enhancement ban, by the middle of
July I started to realize what was happening, and then it became a game of "how long can I
go?" I had bagged up a couple of projects for knitting, so that worked out well too. Those are
now done.
How long can I go? Answer: Almost three months. To make the full three months, I'd have to get
through next week. The tipping point came when an acquaintance on Facebook revealed what I
had guessed, she is undergoing chemotherapy for cancer. And she's lost her hair, so I offered
to knit her a hat, because looking good when your hair is gone is a really good thing. So I had
almost all the yarn I needed, but needed some more wool-cotton to make the hat. So I had to
look, and figured WEBS was the place to find a tricky wool-cotton blend, and sure enough, they
had it in pink, the color I needed. But to simply buy one skein seemed dumb, so I bought two
(figuring I could get one more fun hat out of it if I did that), and then it hit me: I need to get yarn if
I'm going to knit Christmas Gifts. So, into the shopping cart I bought light grey and charcoal for
two men's hats. And while a number of other things were briefly in the cart, this was what ended
up getting purchased.
It made me realize I have a new stash-itude (attitude toward my stash). While I love many of
the yarns that are in the stash, I am not dying to knit many of them right now. It's not the yarn,
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it's me. My tastes and/or needs have changed, and while I will knit it up eventually, it's not like I
need any more yarn in the "ok" category, which is what can happen if it sits there long enough.
I'm not talking about the Cascade 220 (enough for two sweaters), or the hand-spun I've made
that I will design a shawl for. But there is enough cotton for me to tear my hair out, and that
bulky yarn sweater that I bought to remake the one I made for Afghans for Afghans but really
wanted to keep, hmm. I'm not sure I need a bulky sweater, even if I loved the sweater.
For now, for me to add to the stash, it's gotta qualify. Right now, that means it has to have a
project I'm going to knit soon. So, the yarn I bought from WEBS - yep, that qualifies.

Today I went to buy yarn for a birthday sweater (these tend to get done after the birthday, you
understand), and found the Shibui Linen in this really interesting grey/green color, and then a
skein of wool to help stretch some handspun that is going to be a fingerless mitten/hat or cowl
set. Finally, a set of mini-skeins in fun-fun colors in cashmere that I lusted over at Bluebird
when they came out of the box, and realized that I really, really needed to get one now for a gift
for Christmas. All of these qualify perfectly, and I'm not worried that they will haunt me 3-4
years down the road.
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How long will this last? It's hard to say. But for now, it seems like a reasonable rule.
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